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See the truth
Peter Trainor for Max ’n Chester
Max ’n Chester was created in July 2012 by owner and founder, Peter Trainor in NYC.
With Trainor’s extensive design and travel background, he decided to launch the
collection with a vision and ethos to formulate a collection using his three key
influences: fabric, silhouette and design. Easy-wearing luxury fabrics in beautiful
silhouettes creating an eﬀortless look that can be worn 24 hours a day. The collection is
now selling to better boutiques in North America, Japan and South Korea.
For S/S ’16, we launched a full women’s collection which feeds beautifully from the men’s
using fabrics from Japan and Europe. Our men’s and women’s collections are available
at Mahna Mahna Showroom in NYC.

CW Dixey & Son of London has
been creating elegant eyewear for
a discerning, sophisticated clientele
since 1777. Choose CW Dixey & Son
frames and you join an elite group of
iconic clients including Sir Winston
Churchill, Napoleon and Emperor
Qianlong of China.
It’s quite a story. Be part of our next
chapter.
Visit cwdixeyandson.com or call

maxnchester.com

+44 1932 867467

Mr John shoes

Hilditch & Key
Established in 1899, Hilditch & Key are
one of the few remaining original
Jermyn Street shirtmakers, using only
finest quality fabrics and exquisite
manufacturing techniques.

Design your own pair of shoes with
Mr John. Handmade with care and
attention in Spain, our shoemaker
works with the finest luxury materials
to make you a unique and special pair
of shoes to your own design, using the
blake welt stitched construction.
Download our app for IoS and Android or
visit mrjohnshoes.com
Here you will find our styles, materials, lasts,
widths, sizes — in fact, everything you need to

Kingsman
Leatherware
Kingsman Leatherware, founded on
the principle of quality, produces
premium timeless pieces that will last
for generations and are guaranteed
for life.
Featured is the Double Gusset Brief,
a case constructed from the highest
quality vegetable-tanned leather.

For the full collection, go to hilditchandkey.

design a perfect pair of shoes yourself.

com or visit their experienced and dedicated

If you are a tailor or you have a multi brand

professionals at 73 Jermyn Street, London

store, please contact us at

Visit kingsmanleatherware.com for the

SW1Y. Tel: +44 20 7930 5336

info@mrjohnshoes.com

full collection
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